First Annual Faculty Tech in Teaching Showcase!

What is this event?
This is YOUR chance to briefly (in 8 minutes) share a project, assignment, process, task, activity or technique in teaching (with a tech tool) with the Hunter College community! This is a great opportunity to virtually showcase your work and gain loads of ideas from colleagues!

How will it work?
Just complete this short form by March 20, 2021 to sign up to participate—we will notify all selected presenters by April 1 and you will be able to "represent your department" on Tuesday, April 27 at noon!

Make sure your School is there! Represent your Department!

If you are a full-time or adjunct faculty at Hunter College, you are eligible to participate!

Sign up at: https://forms.gle/FZT7pJ2xnkLVV8kp8

Email with any questions: lbaecher@hunter.cuny.edu